MOTHER WORKS WITH NEST!
SEN.SE NOW WORKS WITH NEST TO
HELP MAKE TEMPERATURE CONTROL
MORE PRECISE

Paris – June 19th 2015 Sen.se, a leading creator of smart, connected devices and maker of the
Mother versatile sensor system, announced today its integration with the Nest Learning
Thermostat™ to improve temperature control throughout the home.
Sen.se’s smart sensors blend into people’s everyday actions to seamlessly analyze their
routines and behaviors in numerous types of daily actions such as sleeping, walking, taking
pills, using everyday objects and much much more. Now, these actions and behaviors will help
optimize how their home is heated. With the new integration, the Sen.se sensor system can let
Nest know when you’re not home – or when you’re asleep, so that the Nest Learning
Thermostat can automatically adjust to predetermined temperatures. This helps ensure that
users always enjoy a comfortable interior and save energy as often as possible.

Rafi Haladjian, Sen.se’founder, says “Our vision is to blend unobtrusive technology into
everyday life to effortlessly turn even the most mundane daily routines into magic. Integrating
our platform with Nest and other third-party connected devices is part of our mission to create a
global and seamless smart living experience”.

CUT DOWN ON ENERGY EXPENSES & IMPROVE
QUALITY OF LIFE
The integration of the Sen.se platform with the Nest Learning Thermostat will help improve
heating and energy consumption in many ways. Here are the two functions Sen.se will offer.
Sen.se plans to add more over time.

LOWER THE TEMPERATURE WHEN NOBODY’S HOME
The Presence function of Mother, monitors the comings and goings of all family members.
When nobody’s at home, Presence can now instruct the Nest thermostat to Away mode.
Heating is switched back to normal when at least one person is back home.

ADAPT HOME TEMPERATURE WHEN YOU ARE ASLEEP
By placing a sensor on your mattress, the Mother system can monitor your sleep. It detects
when you go to bed, fall asleep, wake up and get up. Now, you can let the Sleep function of
Mother lower the heating when you are sleeping at night and turn it back to normal just before
your usual wake up time.

ABOUT SEN.SE
Sen.se was founded in 2010 by Rafi Haladjian and Franck Biehler. Its mission is to develop a
new generation of smart objects designed to blend elegantly and unobtrusively into the lives of
users while collecting meaningful data, continuously and over long periods of time. It’s unique
Mass Market product Mother incredibly versatile sensor system, helps family’s monitor all the
aspects of their daily lives they care about: detecting home intrusion, measuring temperature,
making sure children are back from school, improving medication observance, improving sleep,
stimulating to be more active or hydrate more often and much much more.
Mother & the Motion Cookies are available for purchase online at amazon.com and
sensemother.com
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